UCLA Kidney Health Fair
and 2k/5k Fun Run

Sunday, March 8th  9:00am – 12:00pm

For our pleasure and in honor of our country, enthusiastic young performer, Madilyn Smith, has been selected to sing our national anthem at the UCLA Kidney Fair.

Madilyn is a high school sophomore, and already a veteran stage performer appearing in Next Stop Broadway, Anthony & Cleopatra and A Midsummer Night’s Fever. She made her television debut appearing in Nickelodeon’s Deadtime Stories. She will next be seen on stage as Olive Ostrovsky in the musical The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee. In addition to singing, this multi-talented young lady plays the guitar and the ukulele.

“I’m very excited. Performing our national anthem is new for me,” says Madilyn of her debut.

Please see Katie at the yoga station to learn more about yoga and your health.

Katie O’Brien Eychis
Certified Yoga Therapist

Katie O’Brien Eychis, highly accomplished Yoga instructor, Flow Artist and Master Hoop instructor for Hoopnotica has taught and performed both locally and internationally on stage and television. Her talent was showcased in the most recent Cirque du Soleil show, Totem. Katie holds a certificate of 500 hours in yoga therapy from Mazur Yoga. She has also studied yoga and practiced with Deepak Chopra and many other well-known health luminaries.

“Yoga and meditation create both a physical and mental practice that seeks to harmonize and unify our mind and body. Yoga and meditation are not only low-impact ways to increase flexibility and reduce stress, they are also useful in healing. Yoga complements mainstream medicine and is one way for people to become more involved in their own physical wellness,” comments Katie.

Please see Katie at the yoga station to learn more about yoga and your health.